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NOT TOO BIG, NOT TOO SMALL.
IT’S JUST THE RIGHT SIZE.
Protect your important documents with compact, 22” Turtle® files and you’ll have a lifetime of records security.
Offered in 2- and 4-drawer vertical models, Turtle files are the perfect fit for your home office or small business.
Turtle files are UL®-rated for 1-hour fire protection with impact. Both letter- and legal-sized documents can be
filed in a Turtle and a 4-pin key lock is standard. Turtle files available in Parchment color only.

PROTECTS DOCUMENTS FOR AT LEAST ONE HOUR IN TEMPERATURES OF OVER 1700˚F.
Exhaustive testing in temperatures and explosions of over 1700˚F proves the Turtle is built to survive under
the worst conditions. Its oven-dried, asbestos-free insulation maintains this protection for a lifetime.

IMPACT-TESTED IN 30-FOOT FALLS. Because of its unique steel lattice reinforcement, insulation
between drawers and extra-thick steel panels, the Turtle will survive a loaded fall of 30 feet – and still
keep its contents safe in a fire.

WE GUARANTEE IT. Like all FireKing files, the Turtle carries
FireKing’s limited lifetime warranty. (If a mechanical or operable
part of the FireKing records container malfunctions or breaks
down during normal use, FireKing will repair or replace such part
FREE for as long as the original purchaser owns the product.
Associated labor costs for the repair or replacement of these
parts will be paid by FireKing for two years from the date of
purchase.) In fact, once your Turtle performs its job in a fire, we’ll
give you a new one – free.

OTHER FEATURES:
• Letter- and legal-sized filing
• Recessed handles
• Replaceable panels

Model No.
4R1822-C
2R1822-C

Description
4-Drawer Vertical Turtle
2-Drawer Vertical Turtle
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W
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Approx. Ship. Wt.

523⁄4"
273⁄4"

1711⁄16"
1711⁄16"

221⁄8"
221⁄8"

435 lbs.
251 lbs.

Accepts both legal- and letter-sized documents using a front-to-back or side-to-side filing system.

The best records protection you can buy.
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Specifications

RECOMMENDED FILING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 2- AND 4-DRAWER VERTICAL FILES

DRAWER INSIDE WIDTH
12 3⁄16"
LETTER

42"
OVERALL DEPTH
WITH DRAWER
FULLY EXTENDED
22 1⁄8"
CABINET DEPTH

LETTER FILING
FRONT-TO-BACK

15 1⁄8"
CLEAR
DRAWER
DEPTH

52 ⁄4"
4-DRAWER
OUTSIDE HEIGHT
3

10 3⁄8"
CLEAR INSIDE
DRAWER
HEIGHT

27 3⁄4"
2-DRAWER
OUTSIDE
HEIGHT

LEGAL FILING
SIDE-TO-SIDE

Fire and Impact Rating
The FireKing® Turtle® carries the
Underwriters Laboratories® “Insulated
Records Container” classification, which
includes a one-hour fire test of 1700˚ F,
an explosion hazard test and a 30-foot
impact test.
Insulation
The FireKing Turtle’s casting is of
100% gypsum insulation, dried in a lowtemperature oven to reduce free moisture
to less than ½%. Insulation is reinforced
with 1" x 2" 14-gauge galvanized weldedsteel wire; and insulation between all
drawers makes each drawer a separate
insulated container.
Steel Panels
All exterior FireKing Turtle steel panels
are replaceable in the field in the event of
minor damage.
Finish
An electrostatically applied powder
coating makes for the FireKing Turtle’s
superior scratch, scuff and stain
resistance. Plus, a five-stage pre-finishing
treatment is provided for unmatched
adhesion and rust resistance.

17 11⁄16"
LETTER
CABINET OUTSIDE WIDTH

Drawers
Suspension: A precision ball bearing
telescoping suspension, bayonetmounted to each drawer body, is
securely mounted with screws to metal
posts in the FireKing Turtle’s file body.
Drawer Bodies
Each FireKing Turtle drawer body is
built with high sides for use with hanging
folders – no additional frames are
required. Drawers are suitable for both
letter- and legal-sized filing. For lettersized documents, use a front-to-back
filing method; for legal-sized documents,
use a side-to-side system.

Drawer Bypass
In its “up” position, a two-position
drawer catch allows that drawer to stay
unlocked while all others remain locked.
Drawer Pulls
Recessed for better space utilization.
Free Replacement Guarantee
If your FireKing Turtle is ever required to
protect your information in a fire, we will
replace your FireKing Turtle for free after
it has done its job.

Drawer Heads
FireKing Turtle drawer heads are
formed of welded steel and filled with
gypsum insulation. The drawer heads
are designed for a tight interlock with
the cabinet frame – making the drawers
extra-resistant to heat transfer.
Drawer Lock
A four-pin key lock provides general
locking of all FireKing Turtle drawers.
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